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A Night of Their Own:
Gender Identity in Women’s Poetry after 
Mao
by Jeanne Zhang Xiaohong
I will ask night to create another sun.
Hot.
Wang Xiaoni
In the contemporary Peopled Republic of China, blackness and darkness 
are most striking textual markers of female-authored poetry. It is as well a
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unanimously recognised yardstick in the pertinent critical discourse. Myriad 
night-related images unfold a black scene on the Chinese cultural landscape. 
Key images include night, caves, insects, animals, plants, and notably, women 
in black. The night and the color black become the vehicle of otherwise 
unspeakable perceptions, feelings and emotions. The black world constructed 
by and for women is one that accommodates their gender awareness.
Night and the color black are indeed a group symbolism for a specific 
group of Chinese women poets. This group symbolism is a mixture of general 
cultural meanings and gendered perspectives. Night is a symbol o f yin, the 
feminine cosmic principle in Chinese cultural tradition. Night is associated 
with the female gender in biological and psychological terms, and can be 
interpreted as a pointer to historically induced injustices on womanhood. 
Equally important, the color black carries marked ideological overtones in the 
Chinese context. The picking-up of the color black by a group of Chinese 
women poets can be read as a rejection of the color red, both traditionally 
favoured and strongly politicised in Maoist times. By reading gender into the 
imagery of the night, I hope to analyse the ways in which contemporary 
Chinese women poets are struggling to define a space of their own, within the 
domain of language and ideology. Meanwhile, I examine how they draw 
upon the general cultural knowledge to establish a new gender identity.
Night consciousness
Day-night symbolism underpins a cluster of dichotomies: sun/moon, 
sky/earth, brightness/darkness, warmth/coldness, creation/destruction and 
man/woman. The first item of each pair symbolises the “positive” side of 
things, principles and values celebrated by humankind. The second items, 
however， are usually connected with the “negative” side of things. The binary 
distinction between yin and yang can be defined in terms of their dynamic 
interaction — “a changeless pattern of cosmic change” （Cho Woo and 
Wawrytko 1995:28). This kind of Chinese dualism highlights the
complementary, interdependent nature of the yin and yang principles.1
However, traditional Chinese cosmology tends to dismiss the conflict 
between yin and yang. The domination of yang over yin is tacitly justified in 
the traditional Chinese value system, and resonates in traditional Chinese 
poetry discourse. As a conventional poetic sign, night is frequently outshone 
by day. Night exists only as the bedding for day and light; it may serve, for 
instance, as an emotional outlet for homesickness and lovesickness. Along this 
line of representation, Obscure poet Gu Cheng 顧城 (1956-1993) writes in his 
often-quoted poem “One Generation” （Yz_ —代人： “The black night has
given me black eyes, /  Yet I use them to search for lighf' (as quoted in Tay 
1985:134). The sidestepping of night leaves ample room for rewritings by 
contemporary Chinese women poets. Zhai Yongming’s 翟永明 poem 
“Soliloquy” 獨白 from the poem-series “Woman” （M /m z)女人 serves 
as a good example. The poem not only appropriates the traditional idea of 
harmony between yin and yang, but also addresses the opposition 
underlying it:
I, a rhapsody full of the charm of the abyss 
Was delivered perchance by you. Earth and sky 
United in one, you called me woman 
And strengthened my body
I am a white feather, soft like water
If you carry me in your hands, I can accommodate this world 
Wearing a mortal form and flesh, under the sun 
I am so incredibly dazzling that you cannot believe it
I am the most gentle and understanding woman 
Seeing through everything but willing to share everything 
I long for a winter, an immense dark night 
Taking my heart as my kingdom, I want to hold your hand 
But in your presence my gesture is only a tragic failure
When you leave, my anguish
1 I touch upon the yin and yang symbolism in my earlier publication on Zhai 
Yongming’s poem-series “Woman.” Cf_ Zhang 2002:124.
Wants to vomit my heart
To kill you with love, whose taboo is it?
The sun rises for the whole world! I live only for you 
With the most virulent intentions and amorous feelings 
I fill you, from toe to end, and I have my own way
A chaos of cries for help — can the soul stretch out a hand?
When the sea becomes my blood, it can lift me 
To the feet of the setting sun 
Is there anyone who remembers me?
But what I remember is definitely not only one life2
(Zhai 1997a: 16)
According to Naikan Tao (1995-96:154), Zhai “attempts to explore some 
aspects of femininity by drawing a picture of the archetypal woman on the 
basis of her sense and knowledge of women.” Zhai fuses a chain of binary 
oppositions into the same harmonic picture: man and woman, day and night, 
life and death and love and hate. In appearance, the woman is light as 
“feather” and smooth as “water,” both corresponding to the ideal Chinese 
femininity. In terms of character, she is ready to share everything with the 
“you” persona. This male addressee has an evasive identity: He is at once the 
abstract creator of woman and a real-life man to whom the woman exposes 
her beauty and charm and devotes her love (ibid). The male addressee is also 
an opponent, an oppressor and a hateful target. By resorting to the metaphors 
of “rhapsody,” “abyss” and “water,” the lyrical speaker speaks of her gender 
awareness. In the poem, the woman is identified with night and darkness. 
Drawing on the strength of night, the formerly “soft,” “gentle” and 
“understanding” lyrical speaker turns into a powerful woman with “the most 
virulent intentions and amorous feelings.” Nature transforms into a mere 
vehicle for her perceptions and sensibility: “When the sea becomes my blood, 
it can lift me /  To the feet of the setting sun^ Nevertheless, the female speaker 
is constantly puzzled by her unfavorable existential conditions, as
2 Naikan TaoJs translation with minor changes. If not specified, translations are 
mine.
underpinned by the three question marks. She is aware of her “tragic failure” 
in spite of her generosity and gentleness. The last line of the poem suggests 
that she partakes of women’s collective destiny. The view that women belong 
to the struggling， losing side is best expressed in Zhai’s famous manifesto- 
like article “Night Consciousness” y/s/n) 黑夜意識 published 
alongside “Woman”：
Actually, each woman confronts her own abyss _  the private anguish and 
experience that constantly vanishes and is constantly confirmed — the 
proportionate form of hardship not all people are able to resist until their 
destruction. This initial night, upon its rise, leads us to a unique world belonging 
only to the female sex, with a brand-new, specially laid-out angle. (Zhai 1993: 142)
Zhai implies that women face two black worlds: the involuntary one 
imposed by culture and history and the voluntary one they can construct for 
themselves. The awareness of the former makes it pertinent to create the 
latter. Only those who can reconcile the two black worlds are able to achieve 
sufficient self-awareness. In this regard, the night means for women poets 
what the female body does. Both open up an avenue into self-knowledge; 
both can empower them against the brainwashing effect of culture and 
history. In Zhai’s words: “The real strength of women lies in both resisting 
the tyranny of their own fate and acting on their truthful inner calling, and 
construct a night consciousness in between the two contradictory 
[approaches]^ (ibid. 143). For Zhai, night consciousness is synonymous to 
gender consciousness, and the constructed night is part of womanhood.
Blackened female sexuality and subjectivity
The night (heiye, literally black night) is emblematic of female biological 
features. In the Chinese language, the three essential female organs are named 
by means of images with connotations of “dark” and “hollow.” The Chinese 
phrase for women's private parts is yinbu, meaning shady parts or yin parts. 
The womb is referred to as zigong, a hall for offspring, and breasts as rufang,
a house of milk. Biological facts are accounted for in a metaphorical way. 
In Western sources, the female body is mystified as well in terms of umaternal 
shadows^ like caves, abysses, hell and lightless rooms (Beauvoir 1972:179). 
Such labels presumably disclose a primitive awe for the mystery of fecundity, 
or more specifically, a male awe for women's reproductive power.
Night consciousness presupposes recognition of the specificity of 
womanhood. Tang Yaping 唐亞平 is one of the prominent Chinese women 
poets who acts on artistic impulses to link night to the female gender. Her 
nationwide reputation is largely built upon the publication of her poem-series 
entitled “Black Desert” （Hdse s/zflmo)黑色沙漠 in 1985. The poem-series 
consists of twelve separate poems: ''Black Night- Preface^ (Heiye — X uski)黑 
夜 一 序 詩 ，“Black Swamp” (Hdse z/z脈 :e)黑色沼澤，“Black Tears” （fMse 
Mnid) 黑色眼淚，“Black Hesitation” （Hdse yowyw)黑色猶豫，“Black 
Gold” 黑色金子，“Black Cave” (Hefse tfongxwe)黑色洞穴，“Black
Nightgown” s/z吻 wn)黑色睡裙，“Black Midnight” (ffo’se 黑色子 
夜，“Black Stones” steow)黑色石頭,“Black Frost and Snow” （ffe'se 
s/z画 tgxwe)黑色霜雪，“Black Turtle” (He心 腿 gwf)黑色烏龜 and “Black Night- 
Postscript” (咏 _ -  Bfl/zsf)黑夜一 跋 詩 .11^1)& ]!〇^]11：丨5€611的 11：〇1：116 9〇611\- 
series, around which a chain of images fan out, i.e. whirlpools, abysses, caves, 
bats, black cats, night crows, stars and the moon. In a structural sense, the 
namesake preface and postscript form a closure.
Both on the structural and semantic level， Tang Yaping’s poem-series 
bears explicit intertextual relations with Zhai Yongming^ poem-series 
“Woman.” The two poets are based in two neighbouring provinces in western 
China: Guizhou and Sichuan respectively. Apart from this geographical 
affinity, Tang and Zhai got acquainted with each other when the former was a 
student of philosophy in Sichuan University in the early 1980s. The two poets 
used to exchange poems as a token of friendship. During my talks with some 
Beijing-based critics in January 2001, Tang was degraded as an inferior
imitator of Zhai.3 True, both poets wrote in a similar fashion for a period of 
time. But similarities between the two by no means justify reducing Tang to an 
apprentice of Zhai and “Black Forest” as a mere sequel to “Woman,” a point I 
will return to below.
“Black Night，” the first poem of the series “Black Desert” heralds an 
awakening gender consciousness in the name of night consciousness. Tang 
writes:
The black night involuntarily flows out of my eyes
When the night leaks I become a vagrant
I become a goddess wandering at night in dead darkness
Rings of light in the nocturnal mist spin like bees
These rich and obscure colours fill me with tacit understanding
All colours are sheltered by night on good terms
The wandering goddess is a plaintive pretty fallen woman
With fat-pawed cat feet and a snake body
I evade the cockcrow with a stealthy humour
What on earth do I want to do I walk into the immense night
I just want to make myself a shadow of flesh and bones
I just want to play around half-awake and half-sleepy
I am truly a rare beauty, a rare beauty, and a rare beauty
I seem to wear a black gauze kerchief to stir evening winds
I feel so free, so relaxed, and so floating
At night everything turns into illusive shadows
Even skin, blood, flesh, and bones are all black
Bafflingly, bafflingly, bafflingly
The shadow of sky and sea makes night4
(Tang 1997: 79-80)
The female body lies at the heart of the poem. Bodily aspects include: 
eyes, feet, body, skin, blood, flesh and bones, all of which turn black in the 
way that colors are subdued into blackness. Initially, the obscurity of the color
3 In February 2001, I interviewed four influential poetry critics: Tang Xiaodu, Wu 
Sijing, Cui Weiping, and Zhou Zan. I thank the Research School of Asian, African, 
and Amerindian Studies (CNWS) of Leiden University for its generous offer of 
funding.
4 My translation. Tony Barnstone and Newton Liu's translation contains several 
mis-readings. (See Barnstone 1993:137-141).
black makes the “I”-speaker feel “plaintive.” However， the distress gradually 
develops into a sense of freedom, relaxation and mobility. The blackening of 
biological facts and senses entails a sort of “tacit understanding” between 
women and night. This mode of understanding is related to the gender- 
specific ways of perception and conception. In Li Xinyu’s 李新宇 words, 
women’s inner experience is inherently poetic， and their “soul language” 
(xinHng ywj/im)心靈語言 is “emotional,” “fuzzy,” “disorderly” and “imagistic” 
(Li 2000: 307). He further explains that women poets are inclined to explore 
their deep consciousness by unearthing the subconscious terrain (ibid).
An animal image figures prominently in the poem, namely, the snake. 
Being boneless, smooth, cold-blooded, this creeping creature conventionally 
incarnates either divinity or devilry. Beautiful but “evil-natured” women are 
often associated with Ubeauty sankes,J (meinti she) in Chinese cultural
tradition. In Western tradition, the first woman Eve, the accomplice of the 
serpent Satan, constitutes the original sin that results in the doomed human 
exile from the Garden of Eden. Greek mythology reveals a fascination with the 
symbiotic existence of women and snakes. Medusa is a beautiful woman 
punished with monstrousness for a forbidden sexual encounter. The 
figuration of her snake-inhabited head arouses awe and disgust. The snake 
icon on the helmet worn by the Greek war goddess Athena likewise signifies 
the awesomeness of divine power. Monstrous or divine, women are seen as 
aliens to the human domain in various cultural traditions. Tang Yaping 
challenges this othering of snake and woman by celebrating their shared 
physicality of smoothness and softness.
In addition, Tang reuses the cat image to celebrate female sexuality. The 
cat is notorious for its loose sexuality. Women with a strong sexual drive are 
compared to female cats. Tang’s female persona not only resembles the cat in 
terms of physical appearance, but also behaves like a female cat hunting 
fervently in darkness for sexual partners. The poem is saturated with sexual 
indications. In “Black Night” the emphatic accounts of tiie “pretty fallen 
woman” lay stress on female physicality and sexuality. “Cockcrow,” an index 
of daylight, signifies masculinity. No doubt, “to evade the cockcrow” is to
keep at bay a bright masculine world.
Tang Yaping's female speaker in t4Black Night^ claims to be a <4night- 
walldng goddess.” This self-glorifying strategy is scattered throughout Zhai’s 
poem-series “Woman,” e.g. the supernatural woman that can “create nights to 
save humankind” in “World” 世界. More specific references to 
Zhai’s “Woman” surface in another poem by Tang called “Black Swamp”：
Dusk is a blurred moment
The obscure weather is most likely to make the dog suspicious 
Full of suspicion, I cannot sit or stand at ease
I loosen down my long hair， sending flying the night’s desire to conquer
My desire is a boundless pitch-black darkness
I keep stroking the darkest spot for a long time
Watching as it turns into a black vortex
And seducing the sun and moon with the force of the vortex
Horror thus arises just as the night has no escape route
On that night my secrets are fully exposed in panic
My only courage is born out of depression
My last guts are born out of death
Either give in completely or possess everything
I insist on walking into the black swamp
I am a born cynic, and a born dupe
Even prior to my birth I made my mother’s presentiment convulse
Tonight the nightmare will break the thin ice
And make memories subside and submerged
What I want to drown has been drowned
Only a beam of ancient sunlight remains unconquered
My silence blocks the throat of the black night
(Tang 1997: 80-81)
I use italics to highlight the textual elements with intertextual markings. 
Tang Yaping takes out three titles from the poem-series “Woman” 一 
“Premonition” （Yw妒n )預感, “Nightmare” （Emeng)噩夢 and “Silence” 
(Cfenmo)沉默一 and rearranges these textual fragments at her disposal. The 
image of the “black vortex” （heise xuanwo) constitutes the semantic core of 
Zhai Yongming’s “Rotation” (Xwfl打 旋 轉 ， one of the lesser-known 
poems from “Woman.” The line “On that night my secrets are fully exposed 
in panic” rewrites a line from Zhai’s “Testimony” 證明： “I am the night’s
secret which cannot be testified.” The imagery of “convulse” （/fngZMfln) and 
uthe throat of black night,J (ye de houlong) is directly borrowed from the 
opening poem “Premonition” of the poem series “Woman”：
Fresh mosses in the mouth, the significance they demand
I knowingly fold smiles in my bosom
Night faintly convulses, like a cough
Stuck in the throat, I have left this dead hole
(Zhai 1997a: 4)
Tang’s “Black Swamp” begins with a suspicious tone. The timing of the 
scene partially explains away the suspicion of the lyrical speaker. Dusk 
signals the conversion of day into night, and of light into dark. The conversion 
leaves the lyrical speaker in doubt, since she is unsure what is in store for her 
in the dark. This tone is reminiscent of Zhai’s “Conjecture” （Yixz’ang)臆想、， the 
poem following “Premonition.” Here are the first three stanzas:
The sun, I am suspecting, black scenery and swans 
The foaming body is half open, half closed 
A sidelong glance makes the air 
Become obscure, that is it
Where the dream breeds? The soul prophet appears 
First of all, am I disappearing? What is the oak tree?
This divination is auspicious, and therefore stars patrol under my feet
But please tell me what kind of gaze absorbs me
Behind the deserted, dense wall of clouds
Right at this moment the moon rises with its virgin-like aura
How shall I look into the rose?
In its pink eyes
I am a grain of sand, above me 
And under me, time is massacring 
The order of humankind
A string of glimmering grapes
An immensely big desert beast
A dagger-like old tree trunk
Turns into a deserted wall
The entire universe is filled with my eyes
(Zhai 1997a: 4-5)
The tone of this poem is predominantly one of scepticism. The'T  — 
speaker directs her doubts to the sun, the black landscape, the sky, the soul 
prophet, the oak tree, the stars and the moon. Later on, the speaker's tone 
changes from doubt to self-negation, but ultimately to a strong sense of self- 
awareness — “The entire universe is filled with my eyes.” The vantage point 
shifts from near to far, from outward to inward, from low to high. 
Noteworthy, Zhai's speaker sees the extraordinary through the ordinary, 
and the abstract through the concrete. The rose is given human eyes; the 
huxnan figure is reduced into “a grain of sand.” The scepticism and inysticism 
resembles that of “Auguries oflnnocence” by William Blake (1971: 588): 
“If the sun and moon should doubt /  They’d immediately go out.” A parallel 
perspective-switch manifests in the memorable opening stanza from Blake's 
famous lyric:
To see a world in a grain of sand 
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand 
And eternity in an hour.
(Blake 1971: 588)
The first stanza of Zhai’s “Conjecture” makes an explicit reference to 
Shu Ting’s canonical text “To the Oak Tree” （Z/u_ xiangs/m)致橡樹 in which 
the oak tree stands for masculinity and the kapok tree for femininity. The 
question “What is the oak tree?” marks a variety of tones: doubt, 
bewilderment, anxiety and challenge. In view of the canonical nature of the 
oak tree image in the Chinese context, the question clearly targets masculinity. 
All these sentiments reverberate in Tang’s “Black Swamp.” The location of 
intra-cultural and intercultural intertextuality helps to provide an 
interpretative clue to the ambiguities of the work by Tang Yaping and Zhai 
Yongming.
Abundant references to the poem-series “Woman” do not mean that 
Tang Yaping's work lacks originality. Tang's phraseology is often bolder, 
more ironic, and more subversive than that of Zhai Yongming. Particularly 
typical of Tang’s “Black Desert” is the inversion or negation of elements of the
poetic lexicons, e.g. black loneliness and hesitation, black gold and nihilistic 
sky and earth. The female persona in Tang’s “Black Desert” differs from that 
of Zhai’s “Woman” in many respects. More broadly viewed, the poetic voice 
in “Black Desert” is now powerful and subversive, and then playful and 
satirical. Both cases differ from the prophetic, probing, meditative tone 
characteristic of Zhai’s “Woman.”
Blackness, the primary color of the night, can transform normal visuality 
and create a sense of limitlessness. Night is not only dark but also inclusive 
and engulfing. This seems to coincide with the specific nature of the female 
body (Wang 1995: 76; Chen 1996:128; Zhao 2001: 99). The suggestive 
dimension of night is best illustrated by the imagery of dead holes, black 
whirlpools, darkest spots, abysses and black rooms, all defining ua spatiality 
of womanhood” （Zhang 1995: 91). Women’s quest for a physical and spiritual 
space of their own is expressed through metaphors. The color black is 
qualified as a shared metaphor for womanhood, as well as a means of self- 
defining. To elucidate this point, I quote Tang Yaping's ''Black Cave^ in full:
The black cave’s darkness shrouds day and night 
Clusters of bats hover against the arching wall 
Their wings whip up gruesome and obscene charm 
In a glorious moment women disappear in a blind cosmos 
Whose hand reaches out to point to the exit without a sky 
A hand of mere bones
Attempts to knead female supple roundness to edges and corners
Bring clouds with one turn of the hand and rain with another
It drags a woman out
And let her have eyes and lips
And let her have caves
Whose hand reaches out
To expand the sky without an exit
It is a hand of mere bones
That aims to gather sunlight on its fingers
It brands scorched fingerprints on the womanJs breasts
And pours stalactites into the woman’s caves
Hand right you touch heaven, hand left you are back on earth
(Tang 1997: 84)
The image of the black cave is suggestive of women's private parts. 
On a closer reading, the so-called “glorious” moment implies the orgasm. 
The rewriting of the Chinese idiom _  t(bring clouds with one turn of the 
hand and rain with another” 翻雲覆雨一 echoes the elided
Chinese metaphor for sexual intercourse. Throughout the poem, the 
woman is depicted as a masochist enduring all kinds of maltreatments. As 
a metonym of masculinity, the unspecified hand goes together with the 
actions of niecheng (knead), kuozhan (expand), juyu (gather) and laoxia 
(brand). The implied male persona is a sadist whose hand renders the woman 
powerless. Masculine power resides in its capability of reversing the course 
of events, as in the final reworking of another Chinese idiom — “reverse the 
course of events [with hands]” (niwz/zwan qfanhm)扭轉乾坤.
The hand image is omnipresent in Zhai Yongming’s “Woman”: “The 
last hand is waiting in calmness” （(3~從）七月； “Now it is time that another 
hand should appear” in “Autumn” (Q/wton)秋天; “Living hands feel as truth 
feels every night” in “Life” （Rensheng)人生• Zhai’s hand image exists as a 
symbol of supernatural power, redemption and salvation. Likewise, the hand 
in Tang Yaping’s “Black Cave” is equipped with supernatural power, the one 
that can “expand 細  sky w池  no exit,” “gather sunlight on its fingers” and “touch 
heaven and earth.” Apart from that，Tang’s hand image， in a concrete sense， 
represents a vicious controlling force rather than an abstract concept of 
redemption. The hand both exorcises and preys on female sexuality expressed in 
terms of such striking imagery as “black caves,” “bats” and “stalactites，” all being 
borrowings from Plath’s “Nick and the Candlestick，” as has been noted by Li 
Zhen 李震（2001:195) as well. Let us read the first two stanzas of Plath’s poem:
I am a miner. The light burns blue.
Waxy stalactites 
Drip and thicken, tears
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The earthen womb
Exudes from its dead boredom.
Black bat airs.
(Plath 1965: 40)
The enchantment with dark places reflects upon an important aspect of 
womanhood — motherhood, which constitutes the thematic core of Plath's 
“Nick and the Candlestick.” In contemporary Chinese women’s poetry， 
stances towards motherhood range from celebratory to scornful, from loving 
to hateful and from anxious to frustrated, thus introducing ambiguities into 
the subject. Tang Yaping’s “I Shall Have a Son” （Wo ddyw geera)我得有個兒 
is fraught with anxieties and fear. Let us read the second stanza:
The room shrinks, and a lump of flesh swells without limits 
Icy-cold fingernails cut me open 
I am afraid to give birth, of carrying a monstrous foetus 
And that overwhelming pain rips me into two halves 
I cannot bear the possession of a lump of flesh 
I cannot bear the desertion of a lump of flesh
Clang 1997: 138)
The “I shall” pattern seems to express a will or a request. The first line 
mimics contractions of pregnancy. The second line allows for two readings: 
the first reading brings to mind child delivery in hospital and the uneven 
power relation between doctor and patient; the second calls into attention the 
exercise of violence on the maternal body by the baby. In the first case, the 
woman in the hands of the surgeon experiences a sense of powerlessness: she 
loses possession of her own body; she becomes an object. In the second case, 
the indeterminate nature of pregnancy brings about mixed feelings of doubt, 
fear and anxiety. Thus, power relations between mother and baby are at stake 
in the course of pregnancy. As the baby grows inside the womb, it exerts 
increasing power and control over the maternal body and psyche. This 
engenders a shaky subjectivity experienced by Tang's lyrical speaker.
Contemporary Chinese women poets recognise darkness as a not-yet 
occupied discursive space for their self-expression. Their combined effort to 
dissolve daytime reality, as Chen Zhongyi (2000: 223) puts it, aims to 
“synthesise a textual body and a mode of self-articulation of unique nature.” 
Indeed, these women poets see self-articulation as crucial to their quest for 
female subjectivity. Lin Ke’s 林河 “Woman in Black” (Hd n以舰）黑女人 is
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one separate poem out of her “black triad，’’ the other two being “Black Moon” 
(Hri ywdfang)黑月亮 and “Black Flowers” (Heise /zwfl)黑色花. The first stanza 
of “Woman in Black” reads:
Ten thousands of nights only embrace me once, in my lifetime
I see a comet pouring out divine light above my head
The divine light is reflected to mark insistently your resume
Your pitch-black eyes are deep and silent as the coal bed
I thus silently become a black woman
You woman with black hair, black eyes and the black skirt
Who opens the black night, rotates the black night and maddens the black night
In this crystal-clear abyss
Open echoes create myriad illusions
You keep me unable to respond adequately
To meet each other on a narrow path I gaze upon you in the mirror for a long time 
I hear the sound of hurried hoofs moving in my direction 
My inborn premonition is as proud and gentle as the sika deer 
I put myself on the plateau of your chest
And let you kiss me and love me on the hills where you herd the horse 
Because of you, my love song floods in all seasons and makes water spirits jealous 
My secluded, mysterious swamp
Because of you, is overloaded with the news of night rain in the hills of Ba
(Lin 1997: 115-117)
The poem is intertextually rich. The blackening of scenes bears 
unequivocal kinship with the work of Zhai Yongming and Tang Yaping. 
Noteworthy, the textual scraps of “premonition” and “swamp” are borrowed 
from Zhai’s “Premonition” and Tang’s “Black Swamp” respectively. The line: 
“And let you kiss me and love me on the hills where you herd the horse” 
contains a quotation from a popular Sichuanese folk song called “ A Love 
Song from Kangding” (Kan於 康 定 情 歌 5.
The textual fragment of “night rain in the hills of Ba” 巴山夜雨 subsumes 
a double reference. Firstly, it corresponds to the title of a popular Chinese 
movie adapted on the basis of Ye Nan's namesake story (Ye 1986: 67)6. Its
5 This is the only Chinese folk song officially recommended by the UNESCO.
second reference directs to the late-Tang poem “Written during the Rain One 
Night and Sent Back North” (Yeyw #  bd)夜雨寄北 by Li Shangyin 李商隱(ca. 
813-858). On a rainy night, the lyrical speaker airs his deep love for his far­
away wife (cf. Owen 1996: 515). The theme of love knits together the foregoing 
bits and pieces of intertextuality. Lin Ke’s “Woman in Black” expresses love in 
the same direct way as “A Love Song from Kangding，’’ but differs radically 
from the emotional containment of Li Shangyin^ poem. The line quoted from 
the Chinese folk song is a crucial indicator of the sexual identity of the 
“you”一 addressee, which is otherwise obscure. The addressee's masculinity 
is also disclosed by the Chinese phrase xiongtang degaoyuan (the plateau of 
your chest), which has a clear-cut masculine overtone.
“Woman in Black” invokes a dark, mythic and allegorical atmosphere. 
The black world in sight is divine and inspiring. The lyrical speaker defines 
womanhood through inclusion and exclusion. She bars out bright colours and 
daytime light, but identifies with the exclusively black world where she 
inscribes black markings on her gender， notably “black hair,” “black eyes” and 
“the black skirt.” The “I”-speaker defines herself by way of looking — at the 
comet, at you and at the mirror image. She sees, and thus turns into a 4twoman 
in black”； she becomes a “woman in black” and thus is able to love. What 
dominates her sight is the color black. Her complete identification with 
blackness brings about her self-assurance and strengthens her otherwise 
unsteady self-autonomy. 6
6 The movie turned out to be a big success at the first ceremony of the Chinese 
Gold Rooster Film Award in 1980: the best actress, the best story, the best 
supporting actor and actress and the best music. “Night Rain in the Hills of Ba” 
(Bashan yeyu) narrates with flashbacks a sad love story during the Cultural 
Revolution. The male protagonist Qiu Shi 秋石， a persecuted poet， is transferred to 
another jail after his six-year-long imprisonment. On the steamer from Sichuan to 
Wuhan he chances upon his unmet daughter mothered by the dancer Liu Gu 柳姑. 




In a derogatory， essentialist outlook on womanhood, woman is what 
man is not. Woman is for man ''sexual partner, a reproducer, an erotic object, 
an Other through whom he seeks himself5 (Beauvoir 1972:69). Womanhood is 
not merely a biological given, but a historical product. The unfavourable view 
of womanhood leads to its subordination in various cultural traditions.
Helene Cixou discerns intense cultural bias against women, and compares 
women’s predicament to a “dark continent” in her canonical text “The Laugh 
of Medusa” （Marks and Courtivron 1986: 247). Informed by this metaphor, Li 
Xinyu (2000: 301) justifies the widespread night consciousness shared by 
contemporary Chinese women poets:
Night bespeaks the shrouded, silencing state of women. Meanwhile, it is an 
enormous, ungraspable, and inarticulate space saturated with all the lived feelings 
and desires of women as well as with their sufferings and adversities. Thus, "night" 
has quickly become a shared metaphor of [Chinese] women’s poetry.
The black night embodies a self-sufficient world away from daytime clamour. 
There, women can give free rein to their sexual desires and fantasies. Poems 
with black coloring do not reflect reality, but misreflect reality. In a dream-like 
state, women free themselves, albeit temporarily, from various socio-historical 
yokes. In a slight variation on Virginia Woolf， the night becomes a space of 
their own — the very place where Chinese women poets subvert and abolish 
centuries of prejudice against womanhood. The “dark continent” is no longer 
beyond exploration, once the black night imagery promises a point of entry in 
history.
Zhai Yongming’s poem-series “Jing’an Village” 靜安莊 is exemplary in 
that it historicizes the issue of womanhood. The poem-series comprises 
twelve poems, named after the twelve months of the year. The rationale 
behind this structuring is that farmers are presumably more sensitive to 
seasonal changes in nature. In addition, it recalls a pre-Qin Chinese poem 
called “Seventh Month” 七月， whose sketches of country life all year
around is also accounted for on a monthly basis (cf. Liu and Lo 1975: 8-11).
In “Jing’an Village,” Zhai recollects the two years she spent in the 
countryside as a rusticated youth in the mid-1970s. The poem-series shares 
the same subject matter with 'literature by rusticated youth?, (zhicjing wenxue) 
知青文學， but differs in many respects from it7. The Chinese critic Huang Lin 
荒林（1995: 98) explains:
Many readers were scared away by “Jing’an Village” and puzzled about its mystic， 
wizard atmosphere. This well-written poem-series draws on the countryside life 
experienced by rusticated youth. But it creates a sense of distance, unfamiliarity 
and mystery because of its radical departure from the mode of representation in 
average literary works concerning the lives of rusticated youth. Zhai Yongming does 
not use her eyes to reflect upon that particular test. Rather, she evokes a gender 
consciousness awakening inside the body of a nineteen-year-old girl to conceive 
the lived history. Since she captures historical traces through the changes of a 
sensitive body, the [female] body and historical scenes are unfolded on the same 
horizon.
The superimposition of the female body on historical scenes does form the 
thematic core of “Jing’an Village.” To that end， Zhai Yongming constructs 
overwhelmingly black settings throughout the poem-series. The first poem 
“First Month” （Di y/ywe)第一月 initiates a chronological process that lasts for 
twelve months:
— Xin, chou, tu 
Bizhen
Spring commune: February 16
As though it had long existed, as though everything was already in order 
I came there, the sound surely beyond my control 
It placed me in a south-facing wing
7 Contemporary Chinese authors who were sent down to the countryside during 
the Cultural Revolution have been grouped together under this heading, e.g. Liang 
Xiaosheng 梁曉聲， Zhang Chengzhi 張承志， Zhang Kangkang 張抗抗 and Wang 
Anyi王安憶.
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Upon my first arrival I ran into pitch-black days 
There were footpaths with similar facial shapes all over 
Cool breeze blew me pale and lonely 
At a time like this cornfields were in high spirits 
When I arrived there, I heard the howling of Pisces 
And I heard the endless trembling of the sensitive night
Tiny haystacks scattered solemnity
The only fragile cloud like a lonely wild beast
Came on tiptoe, tasting of lousy weather
As if after a casual meeting it could claim innermost understanding
Fishing rods glide over the water, flickering oil lamps
The excited and hoarse barking of dogs sets one in silence
Yesterday the huge wind seemed to comprehend everything
Don’t leave room for black trees
Each corner deploys a murderous plot
Enduring the moments crowded with human bodies
Now unfettered, I can turn into moonlight
A married couple hear the early morning raindrops in their dreams 
Black donkeys lean against a millstone discussing tomorrow 
There, the soil fusing yin and yang 
Gets a full view of all the years and months
I hear a cock crowing
And I hear the windlass of the well moving 8
(Zhai 1997a: 29-30)
The poem begins with an account of the three time units and of one solar 
term in the traditional Chinese lunar calendar, resounding with the sense of 
time manifest in the poetic structure based on monthly distinction.9 The three 
time units are carefully chosen to match the thematic core of the poem-series: 
xin invites an association with laborious work, chou with ugliness and
8 Andrea Lingenfelter wrote a chapter on Zhai Yongming in her Ph.D. dissertation. I 
am indebted to her translation of Zhai Yongming’s “Jing’an Village.”
9 Traditionally, a day is divided into twelve two-hour periods, each being given the 
name of one of the twelve Earthly Branches; there are twenty-four days marking the 
twenty-four divisions of a solar year, each having a specific name.
shamefulness and with farming land. The ‘T ’一speaker turns up on a pitch- 
black night. She has to count as much on hearing as a blind person does, since 
her sight fails to function properly. The poem demonstrates a sensitivity to the 
aural edge of the imagery. A variety of sounds are heard: the howling of 
Pisces, the trembling night, barking dogs, early morning rainfalls, chatting 
donkeys, cockcrows and the moving windlass. Animals are active at night, 
while humans go to sleep. Human silence highlights the noisy surroundings.
Scenes at issue are markedly rural: cornfield, haystacks, fishing rods, 
flickering oil lamp, the millstone pulled by donkeys, cockcrows and the well. 
The whole setting feels ominous. Even a cloud looks as fierce as ua lonely wild 
beast.” Pisces, the twelfth sign of zodiac， is believed to be an astrological 
symbol of eventfulness and catastrophes. The black night is described as a 
conspirator of murders. With respect to communist propaganda, the 
countryside is a “vast field where much can be achieved” 廣闊天地大有作為， 
instructions written by Mao Zedong 毛澤東 in 1955 to the Dali Village in Xia 
country, Henan province. Zhai subverts this politicised utopian view by 
highlighting the grim side of peasantry. On another plane, her portrayal 
revises the idyllic, peaceful, pastoral country scene acclaimed in Chinese 
literary convention. Zhai^ vicious-looking village conjures up nightmarish 
visions and memories. As a newcomer of the self-enclosed village，Zhai’s 
lyrical speaker enjoys a spectator's vantage point to take stock of countryside 
life. Daily-life scenes taken for granted by villagers can incite highly 
emotional responses from the newcomer. In the eyes of the lyrical speaker, 
the residents of Jing?an Village are ignorant, superstitious and violent. There 
are many references to traditional Chinese superstition throughout the poem- 
series. Textual indicators include palmistry, astrology, planchette writing and 
fortune telling. This primitive village is under patriarchal rule. Men carry out 
significant rituals like sacrifices to gods or ancestors at communal gatherings, 
as depicted in “Fourth Month” （Df sfywe)第四月；men dominate the 
household， as in “Eighth Month” （Dz’ 如ywe)第八月；men victimize women 
of all ages， such as the daytime rape scene in “Seventh Month” （D z » e )  
第七月 and domestic violence in “Eighth Month.”
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In “Second Month” （Dz_ ery此）第二月 Zhai goes on to illustrate women’s 
plight， as in the line: “Although everyday there were corpses of drown infants 
and brides who swallowed poison>, (Zhai 1997a: 31). Though unspecified, the 
gender of the drown infants must be female. Infanticide is an age-old practice 
in rural China. The births of female babies are not welcomed into rural 
Chinese families even nowadays for two reasons. First, womenJs weaker 
physical build-up does not qualify them for heavy farming. Second, their 
“limited” use value is consolidated by the fact that they mean to be married 
off sooner or later. On these accounts, Chinese women have been traditionally 
positioned as reproductive force rather than as productive force. Women’s 
subordination is more conspicuous in the countryside than in urban areas.
The mention of bride suicides not only reiterates the victimisation of women 
but also draws attention to the traditional Chinese custom of arranged 
marriage. In present-day China, country girls still rely on their parents to 
select partners and to make marriage arrangements. There are many instances 
that women commit suicide in defiance against arranged marriage.
Both female babies and brides signify womanhood. Their tragic fate is 
deeply felt by the lyrical speaker. The female body knits together personal 
experiences and historical contexts. Zhai5s personal memories get interwoven 
with collective memories of suffering women. Zhai renders the female body a 
historical site full of scars and hurts, as in stanzas 2, 3, 4 of the poem 'Third 
Month” (Di 第三月：
The origin of this epidemic is unclear:
Whichever shadows in sight lose their forms
The village flows towards me like a fatal moment
To live or to die, or will I step lightly out of the grey mist
Water is alive, so I touch it and feel my desire rise up
The sky is both grey and white, a diseased skin stripped bare
The colour of potatoes displays a wasted splendour
No one knows why this epidemic has befallen 
Peddlers entering town see an innocent sun 
Countless dead fishes widen their hard eyes 
In my deathly pale heart
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I cannot feel their reflected light
(Zhai 1997a: 32-33)
The third month of the year usually sends out the gospel of springtime. 
Contradictory to readers’ expectation， the timing here is one ridden with 
visions of epidemic, death, decay and barrenness. The deathly atmosphere has 
a bearing on the speaker’s internal world. In stanza 3, Zhai transforms the 
Chinese idiom canwu rendao 'WMAM (meaning Ubrutar,) into canwu reuse 'W 
無人色（deathly pale). External violence is somehow interiorised.
March is also an accepted metaphor for girlhood. The youthful lyrical 
speaker intermittently feels the flow of sexual consciousness, the way she 
feels flowing water _  one of the rare signs of life. The lyrical speaker aborts 
her short-lived celebration of female sexuality in a deathly external 
environment. The textual fragments “to live or to die” rewrites Hamlet’s 
famous “To be, or not to be: that is the question.” Hamlet’s dilemma springs 
from his hesitation as to when and how to carry out revenge on his personal 
enemy. Zhai?s lyrical speaker has no specific opponents, yet feels hostility 
and threats everywhere. What lies at stake is womanhood per se, under the 
yoke of history and tradition. The aforesaid epidemic happens not only 
outside the female body but also inside it. Here are some lines from ''Ninth 
Month” 丨 第 九 月 ：
I am nineteen, I knew nothing, and I am by nature just a woman 
But I can hear the candid howling from inside my body 
Who can predict that I will develop into a kind of disease?
(Zhai 1997a: 42)
The verb haojiao (howling) is also used in 4tFirst Month,? to render the 
sound of Pisces. The female body utters the same omen as Pisces does. Zhai 
Yongming， as well as other Chinese women poets, sees “howling” as a powerful 
articulation of their gender identity suppressed by politics and patriarchy. As Yi 
Lei 伊蕾（1990:11) writes in her “The Solo Dancer” (Duwu zhe)獨舞者: “Every 
muscle opens its mouth/ Letting out sharp howling.” This feminised, shriek- 
like howling is reminiscent of Plath’s articulation in “Elm”：
Now I break up in pieces that fly about like clubs.
A wind of such violence
Will tolerate no bystanding: I must shriek.
(Plath 1965: 25)
In the Chinese translation of Plath’s poem the word “shriek” is 
translated into jiansheng haojiao (howl in a shrieking voice) (cf. Zhao and Dao 
1987:108). This volcanic self-expression releases anger, repression and tension 
felt by women from different cultural traditions. Back in the context of Zhai 
Yongming’s “Ninth Month，’’ the lyrical speaker’s awareness of her sexuality is 
not in the interest of patriarchal villagers, because the female body may entail 
the same destructiveness as the devastating epidemic has done. Sexual 
awareness is interwoven with a fatalist view of womanhood. The fragments 
“I am nineteen, I knew nothing” are taken directly from Plath’s “Little Fugue” 
with slightly different wording—“I am seven, I knew nothing,” as has been 
discussed by Li Zhen (2001:195).
The physical world presented in “Jing’an Village” is full of visible and 
invisible clashes. The lyrical speaker’s inner world is likewise tension-ridden. 
There is a constant reciprocal projection between exteriority and interiority. 
Senses and sentiments are projected onto the physical world, and the other 
way around. For instance, 'There were footpaths with similar facial shapes all 
over” in “First Month” (Zhai 1997a: 29); “A bunch of people pass by, fearing 
that shadows in water are like palmistry lines” in “First Month” （ibid. 32); 
“You come, you walk, your face is integrated with the cloud’s face” in 
“Eleventh Month” 第十一月（ibid. 45). Night as a metaphorical space 
accommodates sights, sounds, visions and feelings. The awakened sexual 
awareness is emphatically articulated through the night image, as in the last 
two stanzas of “Fourth Month”：
Night is so wet and so fertile, the window paper with stripes 
Makes me think of my heart, at the corner
The blind person groping his way with a stick sees me from a stone 
The fate at the far bottom is being foretold by gods in low voice
April is the cruellest month, its smiling disposition beyond decay 
Becomes even glamorous, the clan living in groups
Creep on the day of offerings and tomb-maintenance, and old tobacco leaves are 
laid out
Into strange rows, it is thinking of this village in dead silence
(Zhai 1997a: 35)
The juxtaposition of desire and memory, of death and fertility, is 
reminiscent of T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land.” Zhai makes an explicit reference 
to “The Waste land” in her “Fourth Month”： “April is the cruellest month, 
breeding” (cf. Eliot 1997: 3). Implicit and explicit references to Eliot’s text 
enrich and complicate the semantic framework of “Jing’an Village.” The 
lexicon of “April” has turned into an icon because of tiie canonicity of Eliot’s 
text in Chinese reception. Zhai Yongming remarks that T. S. Eliot’s “The Waste 
Land” was a must conversation topic in the Chengdu-based poetry in the 
early 1980s (Zhai 1997b: 180). This affinity with Eliofs poetry is significant 
and interpretatively informing.
To construct a night of their own is a symbolic gesture for Chinese 
women poets to appeal for female subjectivity. Womens sense of self­
autonomy is actualised through creativity. In a night storehouse of cultural 
knowledge and memory, female creativity comes to full play. Conversely, 
night harbours also threats, danger and destruction. Situated in the 
exclusively black world, womens creativity is sometimes deformed into self­
imprisonment, and at other times into self-destructive narcissism, both of 
which may develop into a death complex. Zhai Yongming writes in ''Fifth 
Month” （Dz•丽 j/we)第五月：
This is a day full of suspicion, upon her arrival
The moon appears malicious, breeding heartbroken secrets
She is walking in darkness, evening light flickering, natural and undecorated
She makes the colour white so conspicuous
Many nights have been replaced, her hand
Is put in front of your chest, still full of mystery
Broad bean flowers carefully eat away the Jing’an village
Other people’s falling asleep smells immeasurably scented
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On one side of the river, a very queer tree is laughing coldly 
Some one is sighing over his obscurity, but she does not mind 
Entering your living body 
Making things take shape, are they alive?
The suffering tree has changed its appearance overnight
The catcher in the rye is astounded
That the wavy soil makes its own roots disappear
She comes, and she goes, in an illusive manner
The enormous pomegranate tree
From the low walls on both sides of the corner
Exposes its inherent promiscuous colour
She walks slowly, hating that all winds
Partake of the evilness of all things, and she is always like that
The sweet and refreshing sound in your heart
Has become an unrecognised thing long ago
The May of other insomnia sufferers, by thinking of
The incantation from planchette writing, slightly and unconsciously, grows timid 
(My italics; Zhai 1997a: 35-36)
It is the sense of threat that occurs and reoccurs in “Jing’an Village,” as 
though the “I”-speaker is continuously menaced by dangers she can only see 
out of the corner of her eyes. The surroundings — the darkness, the moon, the 
broad bean flowers, the tree and the wind — all become potential threats. The 
inanimate things are endowed with certain brutality. The line _  “Broad bean 
flowers carefully eat away the Jing’an village” 一 imitates the construction of 
Platii’s “Tulips” in which tulips take the form of devourers of human energy 
or of dangerous animals lurking in the dark (cf. Plath 1965:21). The malicious- 
looking moon invoked in Zhai's ''Fifth Month?, resembles the moon image in 
Plath’s “Elm” ： “ The moon, also, is merciless: she would drag me /Cruelly, 
being barren” (Plath 1965: 25)_ As Annette Lavers (1970:106) observes， two of 
the numerous dangers occur with high frequency in Plath's poetry. The first 
is the threat of inanimate things that stand as an obstacle between life and the 
person, finally destroying the latter: scarves, fumes, veils, tentacles, etc; the 
second is the threat of being ruined by small animals like bats, spiders and 
worms. The two kinds of threats are omnipresent in Zhai’s “Jing’an Village.” 
Like the haunted female person featuring in Plath’s poetry，Zhai’s lyrical 
speaker perceives danger everywhere. Her tense state of mind agitates
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fantasies about things or people outside the self.
Plath's speculative spell aside, Zhai rewrites the pomegranate tree 
image in the Greek poet Odysseas Elytis’ “The Mad Pomegranate Tree,” 
which is closely analysed by Tang Xiaodu 唐曉渡（1998: 65-74) in his “Close- 
fad in g of Famous Modem Chinese and Foreign Poems” (Z/z 哪 丽  • xiandd sfa* 
mingpkn xidw)中外現代詩名篇細讀. Elytis casts the pomegranate tree into a 
poetic symbol of vitality and of the power of sunlight, which is open to 
rewritings at the hands of contemporary Chinese poets. Hai Nan 海男（1995) 
puts the pomegranate tree at the centre of a narrative surrounding love, 
fatalism, unpredictable human nature and artistic impulses, titled t(The Mad 
Pomegranate Tree” (ftngfcwfing 办 s/n7z_w s/m)瘋狂的石榴樹• In a poem called 
“Maddening Pomegranate” de s/zz_Zz_w)發瘋的石權， Hong Ying (1997: 35)
translates the pomegranate tree into an icon of xmrestrained sexual desire. In 
“Third Month,” Zhai places the pomegranate tree in the centre of the silent 
village, reminiscent of patriarchal rule in the village. In stFifth Month, 
oppressiveness and obscenity are ascribed to the image that can be interpreted 
as a symbol of masculinity.
Zhai cites the pre-Qin Chinese poem “Reed with a Pithy Stem”
蒹霞 (cf. Zhou 1999:23-24). The image of “on one side of the river” invokes 
unrequited love or friendship for a distant woman in the pre-text. Zhai's 
“Fifth Month” echoes the mystic, obscure atmosphere of the pre-text， but is 
devoid of its romanticism. In the same stanza there is another reference to 
Salinger’s “The Catcher in the Rye.” The reuse of the title of that beatnik novel 
points to a sense of disillusion on the part of the lyrical speaker that she feel 
akin to the experience of the American Beat generation in the 1960s. These 
literary references fill in the gaps of the text under scrutiny and enrich its 
semantics. Guided by the pre-texts, readers' imagination travels across time 
and cultural boundaries. By bridging individual impulses with historic 
memory, Zhai tends to reassess womanhood more as a historical construct 
than as an ontological entity.
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The night image is endowed with multifaceted meanings. Contemporary
Chinese women poets transform the traditionally negative night into a central 
image of women5 s poetics that mostly articulates positive meanings. 
Temporally, the black night embodies lightless moments, indicative of 
women's predicament through ages and across tradition. Spatially, it reveals 
the multifaceted dimensions of womanhood: physical, psychological and 
social. Their poetic retreat to the black night enables the exploration of 
womanhood and female subjectivity from psychosexual and historical 
perspectives. Contemporary Chinese women poets consider the night image 
an immediate outlet for their gender awareness. A shared obsession with the 
night image gives rise to intricate intertextual phenomena. The identification 
and interpretation of entwined literary references are crucial to the 
understanding of a widespread “night consciousness” in women’s poetry 
after Mao, as has been noted by critics in China and elsewhere (Yeh 1992:396; 
Wang 1995; Chen 1996:127-131; Fan 2000:101). Contemporary Chinese 
women poets, negotiation of that consciousness reflects the way that they 
position themselves within and without Chinese cultural tradition and in 
relation to one and another. By so doing, these poets acquire an identity that 
is essentially provisional and dialogic.
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